
Priority Mobile Back Office is a dedicated, user-friendly mobile application tailored for 
storekeepers and staff. Its intuitive interface enables seamless stock item management, 
allowing users to easily receive and release items anywhere within the store. The 
application is optimized to run on integrated mobile devices equipped with a scanner, which 
significantly reduces errors and streamlines inventory processes.

With the built-in scanner, users can swiftly respond to stock-related tasks from the head 
office or other stores. The scanning feature minimizes errors in stock records, enhancing 
productivity and ensuring efficient store operations, leading to improved customer 
satisfaction. Priority Mobile Back Office empowers storekeepers and staff to streamline 
stock management and deliver excellent service seamlessly.

Simplify and streamline the stock-handling process

Mobile Back Office



Receive stock items that arrived in the store from 
a supplier and/or between stores

Receive items anywhere in your store by easily 
scanning their barcodes

Compare received items to the courier's shipping 
certificate and/or the purchase order

Accept returned items

Allows easy transfer of goods from the store or 
warehouse to another store

Automatic scanning and recording of out items

Easily receive and 
release stock items 

from anywhere 
within your store

No more scattered 
packages on the 
store floor during 

working hours

Efficiently perform 
physical inventory and 

item availability 
inquiries

The Priority Mobile Back Office application provides
advanced stock handling capabilities:

Stock transfers between 
warehouses and stores

Release of stock items/goods

Stocktaking – Easily accomplish
stocktaking using powerful barcode
scanning capabilities and stores

Item availability inquiry – Scan a
barcode to view its availability 
across all chain stores
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The mobile back office application also supports 'Transit Warehouse', where the courier vehicle transferring goods 
is regarded as an intermediate warehouse that receives the goods from one store and moves it to another. This 
allows ease of tracing back missing items lost during the transfer process.

The application can either be installed on a dedicated handheld device that serves as a mobile POS or on 
any iOS or Android mobile device with scanning capabilities.

As soon as goods are scanned, the system updates the inventory in real time.

In both options, the application uses cellular communications to communicate with the back-office and 
does not require the deployment of a wireless network in the store.

Transit Warehouse


